Technical FCC Concerns

The use of certain frequencies at certain power levels requires an FCC license. Read more to learn if you need a special-use license!

For members

See and Avoid: The Cornerstone of Aviation Safety

The basic concept that airmen should see and avoid each other originated after the first recorded midair collision. Read more to learn how you can fly safely!

How-to

Custom Scale Helicopter Landing Lights

Bob Engle decided to make his own landing light system when he realized there were no provisions for one in the helicopter that he was building. Read more for step-by-step instructions on how the system was installed!

Our community

The Other Side of the Treeline: Bobby Watts

When he flies, Bobby Watts puts everything he has on the line. Read more to learn about Bobby Watts!

New products

New Products from Emax and NewBeeDrone

Model Aviation's Multirotor Associate Editor Matt Ruddick provides a quick overview of a few new products. Watch now to learn about a new quadcopter from Emax and a new multirotor frame from NewBeeDrone!
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